Abstract

The emotion recognition is the process of identifying human emotions, a task that is automatically carried out by humans considering facial and verbal expressions, body language, etc. However, this is a challenging task for an automatic system. In recent years, the great amount of multimedia information available due to the extensive use of the Internet and social media, along with new computational methodologies related to machine learning, have led to the scientific community to put a great effort in this area [1, 2].

Emotion recognition from speech signals relies on a number of short-term features such as pitch, vocal tract features such as formants, prosodic features such as pitch loudness, speaking rate, etc. Surveys on databases, classifiers, features and classes to be defined in the analysis of emotional speech can also be found in [3]. Regarding methodology, statistical analysis of feature distributions has been traditionally carried out. Classical classifiers such as the Bayesian or Super Vector Machines (SVM) have been proposed for emotion features from speech. The model of continuous affective dimensions is also an emerging challenge when dealing with continuous rating emotion labelled during real interaction [1, 4]. In this work, recurrent neural networks have been proposed to integrate contextual information and then predict emotion in continuous time using a three-dimensional emotional model.

Speech transcripts have also been demonstrated to be a powerful tool to identify emotional states [5]. Over the last decade, there has been considerable work in sentiment analysis [6]. Moreover, the detection of emotions such as anger, joy, sadness, fear, surprise, and disgust have also been addressed [7]. However, spoken language is informal and provides information in an unstructured way so that developing tools to select and analyse sentiments, opinions, etc. is still a challenging topic [8]. In early systems dealing with emotion detection in text, knowledge-based approaches were applied making use of emotion lexicons, such as Sentivordnet [9]. Other methods, employ machine learning based approaches [10], where statistical classifiers are trained using large annotated corpora and the emotion detection can be seen as a multi-label classification problem. In this work we propose to use neural networks to solve the regression problem given the 3-dimensional emotional model.

The main contribution of this work is the appropriate selection of a neural network architecture for emotion detection considering both acoustic signals and their corresponding transcription. Additionally, the proposed architecture has been adapted to the 3-dimensional VAD (Valence, Arousal and Dominance) emotional model [11].

Section 2 describes the two proposed approaches for the automatic emotion recognition from used features to the common network architectures basics. Experiments carried out are fully described in Section 3. Section 3.1 aims to explain the difficulties to find out a Spanish corpus and it has led us to create our own corpus. Section 3.2 mentions the used baselines methods and which measure has been used for testing. Section 3.3 shows the experiments carried out under the regression problem of emotional status with acoustic features whereas Section 3.4 deals with the experiments achieved at the regression problem of emotional status with language features. Finally some concluding remarks are reported in Section 4.

2. Emotion Detection from Speech and Language

Emotion detection from speech is based on the extraction of relevant features from the acoustic signal, that can be seen as hints of the emotional status. That is, a numerical vector that represent the specific information related to emotional status and embedded in an acoustic signal is needed. There are numerous acoustic parameters that can be obtained using the free software Praat1 or the free python library pyAudioAnalysis2. Considering these tools the following set of 72 parameters could be considered: Pitch, Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), Energy, Entropy of the energy, Spectral Centroid, Spectral Spread, Spectral Entropy, Spectral Flux, Spectral Rolloff, Chroma vector (12 coefficients), Chroma deviation, MFCC coefficients (12), LPC coefficients (16), Bark features (21). However, some of these parameters provide the same or very similar kind of information. For instance, LPC, Bark and MFCC coefficients provide similar information about the phonemes without considering the vocal tract. Thus, such a big set of parameters is useless since it will complicate the learning procedure requiring more training data. In this work different subsets of the aforementioned parameters were explored:

1http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
2https://pypi.org/project/pyAudioAnalysis/
• Set A: Pitch and Energy.
• Set B: Pitch, Energy and Spectral Centroid.
• Set C: Pitch, Energy, Spectral Centroid, ZCR and Spectral Spread.
• Set E: Pitch, Energy, Spectral Centroid, ZCR, Spectral Spread and 16 LPC coefficients.

The first set was selected according to the studies performed in [12] where the arousal state of the speaker affects the overall energy and pitch. In addition to time-dependent acoustic features such as pitch and energy, spectral features were selected for Sets B and C as a short-time representation for speech signal [13]. For Sets D, E and F different Cepstral-based features were added, proven that they are good for detecting stress in speech signal [14].

When regarding emotion detection from language the same procedure has to be carried out. First of all a vectorial representation of the transcribed text is needed. In this case, we hope to capture some meaning of the utterance that might help in the detection of specific emotional status. An appropriate representation should consider some semantic information like the word embeddings word2vec[15], doc2vec [16] or GLOVE [17]. Word2vec embeddings, the most simple model, are shallow, two-layer neural networks that are trained to reconstruct linguistic contexts of words. Word2vec takes as its input a large corpus of text and produces a vector space, typically of several hundred dimensions, with each unique word in the corpus being assigned a corresponding vector in the space. Word vectors are positioned in the vector space such that words that share common contexts in the corpus are located in close proximity to one another in the space. However, this technique represents each word of the vocabulary by a distinct vector, without parameter sharing. In particular, they ignore the internal structure of words, which is an important limitation for morphologically rich languages. For example, in Spanish, most verbs have more than forty different inflected forms and this leads to a vocabulary where many word forms occur rarely (or not at all) in the training corpus, making it difficult to learn good word representations. Thus, [15] proposes to learn representations for character n-grams, and to represent words as the sum of the n-gram vectors. The model (known as FastText) can be seen as an extension of the continuous skip-gram model [18] which takes into account subword information.

Additionally, a way of representing the emotional status is needed in order to establish a machine learning problem. A categorical emotion description (e.g. six basic emotions) is an easy way to procedure but it provides a quite constrained model. Affective computing researchers have started exploring the dimensional representation of emotion [19] as an alternative. Dimensional emotion recognition, aims to improve the understanding of human affect by modelling affect as a small number of continuously valued, continuous time signals. It has the benefit of being able to: (i) encode small changes in affect over time, and (ii) distinguish between many more subtly different displays of affect, while remaining within the reach of current signal processing and machine learning capabilities [20]. In our work, we represent the problem of dimensional emotion recognition as a regression one, where each emotional status is represented as three-dimensional real-valued vector. The dimensions of this vector correspond to Valence (corresponding to the concept of polarity), Arousal (degree of calmness or excitement), and Dominance (perceived degree of control over a situation): the VAD model.

In order to solve the regression problem of emotional status detection, we propose to use deep learning. When considering emotion detection from speech Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural networks were tested. The underlying idea is to be able to learn the relationship among present and past information although existing a big distance among them. That is, they have memory and they can manage with temporal sequences of data like the sequence of vectors extracted from an acoustic signal. When regarding emotional status detection from text a classical feedforward network was considered because of simplicity. Such networks have proven to be efficient for problems in similar tasks, like sentiment analysis [21].

3. Experiments

We have carried out two series of experiments for the evaluation of the regression processes. In the first one we present the most interesting results related to the emotion detection from speech, and in the second we show the most interesting results on emotion detection from text.

3.1. Corpus

As far as we know there is no Spanish three-dimensional corpus within the literature, so for the experiments, we have created a small corpus using the VAD model. The corpus consists of 120 fragments between 3 and 5 seconds taken from the Spanish TV program “La Sexta Noche”. This TV program consist of political debate, news and events, and discussions commonly appear. Each fragment has been transcribed manually and tagged using crowdsourcing (the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, or content by soliciting contributions from a large group of people) techniques. In this case each fragment has been labeled by 5 different annotators, following the next questionnaire:

1. In order to address the Valence: “How do you perceive the speaker?”
   - Excited
   - Slightly Excited
   - Neutral

2. In order to address the Arousal: “His mood is . . .”
   - Positive (nice / constructive)
   - Slightly Positive
   - Slightly Negative
   - Negative (unpleasant / non collaborative)

3. In order to address the Dominance: “How do you perceive the speaker about the situation in which he or she is in?”
   - More dominant / controlling the situation / . . .
   - He or she does not dominate the situation neither is he or she cowed.
   - More coward / defensive / . . .

Once the tags were generated by crowdsourcing, the answers collected from all the annotators were transferred to the three-dimensional model, making the average of each answer
for all fragments where the first answer of each question was assigned the value 0, the last answer was assigned the value 1, and the rest of the answers a midpoint. Then the corpus was split into two sets, 70% of the fragments were used for training purposes and the remaining 30% for test.

3.2. Baselines models and Evaluation Metrics

Both emotion detections problems, from speech and from text, has been tested first with Linear Regression (LR) [22] and Super Vector Regression (SVR) [23] (with three different types of kernels linear, poly, and rbf), in order to compare with Neural Networks.

Regarding the input of these baselines models, two different approaches have been analysed to fix the problem of time sequence. On the one hand, we fit the models with full information, considering each feature in on each time-step independent (full models), and on the other hand, calculating the mean of each feature over time-steps (mean models).

In relation to the evaluation metric, the Mean Square Error (MSE) has been used, because it seems to provide a good interpretation of how far the prediction and the true label are. In this problem, MSE can be described as the mean of the distances between the points of the true label on the three-dimensional model and the predicted points on the same three-dimensional model.

3.3. Experiments with acoustic features

In order to obtain the acoustic parameters, each audio has been divided into individual frames using a context window of 25 milliseconds and a step of 10 milliseconds (as shown in Figure 1), obtaining 300 frames per audio. A vector made up of the selected acoustic features was associated to each frame. Different experiments were carried out using the different feature sets (A, B, C, D, E, F) described in Section 2. Additionally, for each set, different experiments were also performed including both the first and the first and the second derivatives.

The network proposed to address the regression problem of emotional status with acoustic features is a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The network is composed with an LSTM layer, the output layer, is a Dense layer of 3 units and the sigmoidal activation function (same as the network proposed for the regression problem of emotional status with acoustic features).

As shown in Table 1, the proposed network slightly improves the results of the baseline models in almost all the sets in the corpus. It can also be concluded that by selecting a smaller set of parameters, better results are obtained with the baseline model. However, the set A seems to have insufficient information and Bark features are of great help in the case of networks providing the best results.

3.4. Experiments with language features

Regarding the word representation, FastText embeddings from SBWC3 has been used in the experiments. The mentioned embeddings are a Skipgram model of 300 dimensions and 855380 different word vectors, trained with Spanish Billion Word Corpus4 with more than 1.4 billion words.

The regression problem of emotional status with language features has been addressed with a small Deep Neural Network (DNN). This network consist of three similar layers; the first two layers are composed of 5 units, a sigmoidal activation function and followed by Dropout layer with 0.5 of keep-probability in order to prevent to the overfitting problem [26]; while the last layer, the output layer, is a Dense layer of 3 units and the sigmoidal activation function (same as the network proposed for the regression problem of emotional status with acoustic features).

As shown in Table 2, the proposed network achieves similar results when comparing it to the baselines models. It is an interesting result given the small size of the training set and the great

---

3https://github.com/uchile-nlp/spanish-word-embeddings/blob/master/README.md
4http://crscardellino.me/SBWCE/
impact it has when building neural networks. The obtained results suggest that increasing the annotated training corpus neural networks might improve the baseline models.

4. Conclusions

The main goal of this work was to develop an automatic emotion detection system from speech and language. The system acted over acoustic fragments extracted from a TV show and their corresponding transcriptions. Each fragment was annotated by means of a crowdsourcing platform using a 3-dimensional VAD model. Different neural networks architectures were tested and the obtained results show that RNN can outperform baseline systems when considering emotion detection from speech. Moreover, using a simple feedforward neural network with a very small training corpus (84 sentences) similar results to those obtained with baseline models can be achieved.

For further work we propose to get a bigger annotated corpus by using crowdsourcing tools to better train the proposed neural networks. Additionally, the two knowledge sources (acoustic and text) might be merged to provide a more accurate emotion detection system.
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